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Mintel has announced four key trends set to
impact the beauty and personal care market
this year, including implications for consumers,
brands, retailers and manufacturers.
(These are available to our clients as articles on clients.mintel.com or on-site presentations.)

PLAYING
MOTHER NATURE

2018 Global
Beauty & Personal
Care Trends
4

The concept of natural beauty ingredients is expanding
in an ever-changing world; brands will give Mother
Nature a helping hand by encompassing local
approaches and developments in biotechnology.

Three in 10 urban
Australian consumers look
for locally made/grown
products or services
(eg groceries, toiletries,
clothes) when shopping
for everyday items.
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1. RE:ERTH Multi-Targeted Elixir
This elixir is formulated with Japanese white turmeric
root, a key ingredient that is sourced and harnessed
from Mount Aso in Kyushu, Japan. This plant’s leaves
are typically discarded as agricultural waste at the
annual harvest. This product offers skincare benefits
including the inhibition of melanin activity by 88%,
reduces fine lines and wrinkles, and also has rapid
absorption rate.
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CAMPAIGN CAPITAL

PRIVATE EYE

Simply selling a great beauty product will no longer be
enough; brands must have personality and purpose
that align with consumers’ own beliefs in order to win
them over.

Digital technology will follow consumers
everywhere, influencing their product purchases
and helping them to navigate the complexities of
the beauty aisle.

2. Thrive Causemetics
After seeing cancer patients lose their natural
eyelashes due to chemotherapy, Thrive Causemetics
founder Karissa Bodnar developed a ‘clean beauty’
line of false eyelashes and cosmetics. For every
sale the company makes, they donate one additional
product to a woman who has cancer or is suffering
from domestic violence.

Over one in four
urban Indonesian
consumers say they
prefer products
that maintain fair
trade regulation.

4. Smashbox & ModiFace
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MY BEAUTY,
MY RULES

Smashbox has worked with ModiFace to launch
an app that allows users to go beyond virtually
trying on Smashbox makeup; it follows their eye
movements to see what they are most interested
in, enabling the brand to prompt the user to buy or
look up more information.

45%
of urban Thai
consumers
compare
prices
at other
stores while
shopping inperson.

Brands will stop targeting consumers based on their
age, gender or body type as consumers increasingly
demand personalised beauty defined on their terms.

Toun28 delivers organic skincare products to
subscribed members on the 28th day of each month.
The company then uses big data to formulate a fresh,
customised skincare product for each different part of
the face.
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Subscribe to our
newsletter and each
month we’ll send you
fresh perspectives,
new data and
groundbreaking
insights straight to
your inbox.
You’ll hear from
our global expert
analyst team about
the key trends that
are happening right
now and what is
coming next.

3. Toun28 Organic Skincare

Three in 10 urban Chinese
consumers aged 20-49 say
that the word ‘individuality’
defines luxury.

SUBSCRIBE TO
OUR MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER
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Register now at:
mintel.com/mintel-newsletter

Update on 2025
Global Beauty
Trends
8

Mintel’s global
team of beauty and
personal care analysts
have been defining
the beauty industry
Water :
trends that matter for
years. Here, we revisit
two trends that we
predicted, back in
WATER:
2015, would affect
THE NEW LUXURY
the industry through
MINTEL’S PREDICTION
2025, spotlight the
latest innovations
and uncover how the
trends are playing out
in today’s market.

Water will become a precious commodity as
consumption outstrips supply. Rising consumer
awareness will force beauty brands to limit their
dependence on water. Brands will scour the earth for
new plant waters that can be positioned as supernutritious, as well as water-saving. Meanwhile,
waterless and non-rinse products will allow retailers
to install dry spas and salons. Tester stations will let
consumers try out sheet and peel-off masks for the
face and body.
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GASTRONOMIA
MINTEL’S PREDICTION
Gastronomia explores the relationship between beauty
consumers and food-related ingredients and formats.
The quest for natural and organic product innovations
skyrocketed in 2016 and this created huge interest in
food- and drink-based beauty ingredients.

THE BEAUTY PRODUCTS
OF TODAY
WATER: THE NEW LUXURY

Yoseido Birch Sap Nourishing
Facial Mask, China
The product is formulated without water, and
uses natural birch tree sap instead. According to
Yoseido, natural birch tree sap is rich in nutrition, with
18 kinds of amino acids, 11 kinds of fatty acids, and
active minerals like calcium and magnesium. The
use of birch sap instead of ordinary water is a good
example of what Mintel predicted about the search of
new plant waters.

GASTRONOMIA

Shiseido WASO Quick Gentle Cleanser, Japan
Shisideo WASO’s skincare range is inspired by
the holistic and natural Japanese food tradition of
Washoku. The range uses natural ingredients like
carrot, loquat, honey, tofu and white jelly mushroom
to help balance and build young skin’s resistance to
stressors, as well as hydrate, target oiliness and visible
pores, and prevent the appearance of imperfections.
Part of this range includes the Quick Gentle Cleanser,
an alcohol- and oil-free honey-gel that foams without
water to remove impurities and makeup.
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St. Tropez Self Tan Purity Bronzing
Water Mousse, UK

Hermetise Kopi Luwak Anti-Pollution
Oxygen Brightening Treatment, UK

Beyond the Remedy Talks Body
Cleanse range, South Korea

Smoothie Beauty Awaken Stimulating
Fresh Face Mask, US

This product is infused with green mandarin water
and tropical hibiscus flower extract to help combat the
effects of pollution and environmental aggressors. This
gentle, clear and freshly-scented water mousse is said
to absorb easily into skin, leaving a light gleam that
guides application.

This product is an anti-pollution, anti-ageing treatment
that features extracts of Kopi Luwak coffee, oxygen
and 24-carat gold. The key ingredient is Kopi Luwak
coffee which claims to be the world’s most luxurious
coffee, originating from the excrement of the civet cat.
The coffee is said to firm skin and reduce inflammation
and redness when applied topically.

As detoxing cleansing juices are associated
with health, they are an ideal shower product concept
to tap into. Beyond the Remedy has explored
this trend with its ‘Talks Body Cleanse’ range. It’s
described as a body soap with cleansing juice made
with seven kinds of pressed fruit and vegetables
including lime, carrot and apple and it’s available in
five variants, each with different kinds of plants and
roots for clean and healthy skin.

Made of small batch, raw, organic ‘food-based
ingredients’, the refrigerated Awaken Stimulating Face
Mask claims to be ‘healthy enough to eat’. It is rich in
antioxidants and energises the skin with cacao powder
and coffee granules. Smoothie Beauty also has a
strong commitment to sustainability and avoids the use
of unnecessary chemicals.
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The Future of
Facial Masks in Asia

The number of facial masks in the market
today is massive and shows no signs of
slowing down. Here we take a deep dive
into the facial mask industry, identifying the
trends and opportunities across Asia.

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE
There is little doubt that Asia is the birthplace
of facial masks. According to Mintel Global
New Products Database (GNPD), Asia Pacific
accounted for 61% of global sheet mask launches
in 2017, followed by Europe and North America.
In fact, Asia is home to three of the largest facial
skincare markets globally. Mintel estimates that the
facial skincare markets in China, Japan and South
Korea are currently among the world’s largest.

In recent years, facial masks have become a
frequent feature in consumers’ facial skincare
regimes in most parts of Asia. The growing usage
of facial masks is largely due to the beauty item’s
ability to offer consumers different skincare benefits
in a convenient manner, with a short turnaround
time. Mintel research on China’s facial masks
market reveals that, in the evenings, three-quarters
of Chinese consumers use sleeping masks, while
seven in 10 use sheet masks. Furthermore, over
half of these consumers agree that facial masks
are the best first-aid skincare products.

L’Oreal Pure-Clay Clear & Comfort Mask
A super-charged pure clay mask that contains
seaweed to clear and comfort skin in just 10 minutes.
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In this day and age, facial masks are
just a click away. Mintel research
reveals that in 2017, as many as
33% of female Chinese facial mask
consumers purchased the skincare
product via WeChat, a vastly popular
social media channel in China. This is
up from just one in ten in 2016.
As such, it is important that beauty
brands build a digital presence to reach
today’s consumers.
Key facial mask innovations range
from the traditional paper sheet masks
to different fabrics and formats to
drive usage and efficacy. While Asian
consumers are the biggest users of

facial masks and include them as
part of their regular skincare routines,
they have also become the most
challenging market to sustain
consumer interest with new product
developments. Innovative formats are
key to sustaining interest and usage
levels, but convenience remains the top
consideration factor for purchase.

PREMIUM MEETS AESTHETICS
Opportunities in the premium segment lie
in high-end sheet masks that incorporate
aesthetic salon or plastic-surgery-equivalent
treatments (that can be used at home),
differentiating itself from the luxurious versions
of moisturising sheet masks. This is especially
important for Asia, where micro cosmetic
surgery is common.

61% of global sheet
mask launches in
2017 were launched
in Asia Pacific.

Trading up is increasingly prominent in Asia,
especially as we see a rise in the middle class with
disposable income. Premiumisation holds great
potential across different Asian countries, such
as China and Thailand. Meanwhile, visible instant
results are key in premium facial masks to appeal
to consumers who are willing to splurge more on
higher quality masks.

LED Mask
Aduro LED Mask is a reinvention of the
traditional facial mask, brought up-to-date
through the use of LED technology. The
patented design follows the contours of the face,
offering a full facial rejuvenating experience for a
range of skin imperfections and signs of ageing.

Black Label
Goldenchip Mask
This mask from
Mediheal gives lifting
and anti-ageing effects
at the same time.

Saborino Night Mask
5-in-1 product combining the functions of toner, emulsion, serum,
cream and mask to easily complete a skincare routine in 60 seconds.
14
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Consumers curate their own facial mask routines
according to their skin types, lifestyles and the
products available to them. This will drive new
product development with different positioning
claims and opportunities, as well as ingredients
to match different facial mask formats that deliver
maximum efficacy.

Green is
the New Gold:
What’s Next for Sustainable
Luxury Packaging?

Social norms are
changing. Consumers,
particularly
Millennials, have
different views on
how companies should
act. Sustainability
responsibilities are
now a requirement for
every beauty brand.
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WAYS TO STAND OUT

BE LIGHTWEIGHT
A major factor in reducing a product’s
carbon footprint is to reduce the item’s
weight. Not an easy task, especially for
premium packaging, as heavyweight
glass bottles or jars are often
synonymous with luxury.
Nevertheless, Guerlain demonstrates
that a product can be reduced in weight
without losing its elegance.

While the eco-consciousness in the fastmoving consumer goods industry is not new, it
is growing in importance across all aspects of
the consumer landscape. Many brands are now
including sustainable strategic business plans
as a core element of their product innovation,
manufacturing and production, but the road
ahead is still a long one. Sustainability-driven
projects present challenges, particularly in the
beauty and personal care sector.
16

For its new, improved rich cream,
Orchidée Impériale by Guerlain
reduced both its primary and secondary
packaging. A successful transformation—
as it has cut its carbon footprint by half
and clients were delighted to have a
more transportable product.
17

BE TRUSTWORTHY
From the choice of material to the production
process, having sustainability at the core of
the brand can not only improve a product’s
environmental performance but also help gain
trust among consumers.
RPC M&H Plastics and the male grooming
brand Bulldog have created the first men’s
skincare brand that uses sugarcane as a raw
material for packaging. The sugarcane used
is environmentally sourced and responsibly
grown in Brazil. It’s a great example of how
a sustainable material can replace traditional
plastic without altering the design of the product.

BE ALTERNATIVE
The importance of being sustainable has gained
momentum in recent years, with consumers
increasingly aware of the environment.
Alternative, eco-friendly packaging materials
have the potential to be used as a replacement
for or imitation of more prestigious options.

BE DISRUPTIVE
Even though refills have been around
for a few years, their popularity is now
increasing. With the constant demand for
green packaging, refillable products seem
to be the ideal solution, with the capacity
to grow creatively.
18

Tea-based beauty brand Cha Ling’s
refillable ceramic jar is not only
environmentally-friendly (porcelain made
from natural, non-polluting materials),
it also provides the consumer with an
elegant object that endlessly recycles.
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French company Algopack has developed a
bioplastic called Algoblend, made from 98.5%
seaweed and 0.5% of powder from other vegetal
components. It’s a great alternative to plastic
that has the capacity to break3down in only 12
weeks (traditional plastic takes 400 years). The
seaweed is transformed into granules that can
be mass-dyed or moulded to any shape, offering
a perfect solution for beauty packaging.

Asia’s Beauty
Powerhouses:
J-beauty and K-beauty

Asia’s burgeoning beauty industry will
continue to grow from strength to strength.
Here, we discuss the region’s two biggest
markets: J-beauty and K-beauty.
In the last decade, K-beauty has
successfully cracked the solid Asian
beauty market which was previously
led by an established few J-beauty
companies and brands. It also achieved
its position as a trendsetter, winning the
hearts of Asian consumers all thanks to
its fast-paced product innovation activity
and agile transition to digitisation.

Asian consumers who desire the
beauty looks of their favourite Korean
celebrities. The overwhelming variety of
product offerings, cute packaging and
exciting store experiences have all but
catapulted K-beauty products to musthave status, especially among tourists.

This quick and dramatic shift has
pressured J-beauty to come out of
its comfort zone and speed up new
product and format development to
defend its longstanding, leading
position in the market. China, for
instance, is an important market for
J-beauty; it is essential for J-beauty
to win the hearts of China’s new
generation of consumers who took their
first step into beauty with K-beauty.

The upsurge in popularity of the
Korean wave across Asia also played
a part in propelling K-beauty further
into the market, influencing young

20
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INNOVATIONS FROM KOREA
Shiseido launched a cushion compact in 2016 and
introduced a series of new brands targeted at young
consumers, including Playlist, WASO, Recipist
and POSME, all while strengthening their digital
capabilities—and this caught the attention of the global
beauty scene. That said, a large scale of involvement
from a range of J-beauty brands (including indie and
new brands) is required to create a global J-beauty
boom among younger consumers. In fact, K-beauty
took the world by storm through efforts from both
local beauty conglomerates and a plethora of fresh,
independent brands.
Both J-beauty and K-beauty have strong governance
in their domestic markets which will continue to
back up development and innovation despite strong
competition in the ever-changing environment of the
global beauty market.

Etude House Any Cushion Duo

Finally, there is a rising player in the Asian beauty
market; C-beauty, or China beauty, has quickly
grown in the skincare and makeup sectors in recent
years. C-beauty brands have absorbed the best
practices of the world’s leading products and adapted
them to suit the needs and tastes of local Chinese
consumers. The interaction among J-beauty, K-beauty
and C-beauty will create an interesting, dynamic
competition and unceasing innovation in the coming
years. This will also bring diversity into the global
beauty market by introducing a wider variety of Asian
natural ingredients, beauty routines and values.
Mintel’s 2018 Global Beauty & Personal Care Trends,
‘Playing Mother Nature’ and ‘My Beauty My Rules’,
are key areas where the trinity of Asian beauty can
excel and increase the region’s influence in the global
beauty market.

The cushion compact has evolved over the years. The most recent trend is
the re-engineered cushion compact that elevates on-the-go use by including
and additional function such as a concealer or a point colour makeup. Etude
House’s Any Cushion line allows consumers to create the cushion pact that
fits their needs by combining two products in one.

Cica creams: The new skincare hero

There is a rising player in the
Asian beauty market, and that is
C-beauty (China beauty).
22

Innisfree Bija Cica Balm
The cica cream is a soothing and moisturising cream for sensitive skin.
It combines dermo science and natural soothing ingredients like centella
asiatica, a medicinal herb used to treat and heal wounds. This has propelled
the natural dermocosmetic approach.

Re-engineered cushion compacts
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TOP TRENDS
IN ASIA-PACIFIC

INNOVATIONS FROM JAPAN

Join Mintel every quarter, where we’ll walk
you through the biggest trends impacting
APAC in our webinar programme.
Made for middle-aged men
Lúcido Body & Scalp Deo Paper
The Japanese male grooming industry has seen
a unique claim that addresses the so-called
‘middle-aged male body odour’. Beginning with
the deodorant sector, this has expanded to
bodycare, haircare and skincare.

Coming to you soon in both English and Mandarin.

‘Made in Japan’
Flowfushi Collection 2017 Lip
38°C Lip Treatment
There is a growing focus on ‘Made in Japan’ in
the Japanese beauty industry, proclaiming the
nation’s long beauty heritage and technology.
Flowfushi is a new indie brand which focuses
on the traditional spirit of Japanese
craftsmanship that excels in details and
creating brand new claims.
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Email infoasia@mintel.com
to register your place.
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Back to Basics
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One of Mintel’s
global beauty and
personal care trend
predictions for 2017
was ‘Back to Basics’,
which discusses how
consumers are striving
for more simplicity.
The following is a
showcase of products
that are meeting
this consumer
need by providing
straightforward
messaging, basic or
familiar ingredients
and traditional
formats.

THE SIMPLICITY
OF ROUTINE
Consumers are moving away from over-complicated beauty
routines and are, instead, keeping it basic with a focus on health.

J.One Jelly Pack, South Korea

M’Solic Oil Defender All in One, South Korea

Nowadays, with busy lifestyles in mind, more and
more companies are developing multi-functional
products that combine two or three steps in one
product. The J.One Jelly Pack is a good example of a
moisturiser, makeup primer, hydrating mask, all-in-one
product. J.One is a skincare line founded by K-beauty
trendsetter and actress Jiwon Ha, focusing on multitaskers and created specifically to meet the needs of a
busy, on-the-go woman.

M’Solic suggests professional solutions for men’s
grooming with quick and easy items made with
professional barber’s know-how. Oil Defender All in
One is described as a non-sticky, transparent, water
gel textured, all-in-one product that provides the
functions of toner, lotion, essence, eye cream and
facial cream with anti-wrinkle and whitening benefits.
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MINIMALISM
WITH
INGREDIENTS
Ingredient lists don’t have to be long in order
to convey efficacy. Stripping back products to
their essentials and leaving out fillers creates
more focus around the ingredients that perform.
Meanwhile, the clean label concept is gaining
traction among an increasing number of
consumers. In beauty, clean labelling means
clearer and more transparent communication
with consumers.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

SIMPLISTIC BRANDING AND
MARKETING MESSAGES
Brands are starting to incorporate simplisticity in their marketing messages, while
avoiding meaningless industry terms. Further, more and more beauty brands are
also using simple, attractive packaging and branding.

Sugao Air Fit CC Cream
SPF 23 PA+++, Japan

Bean Body Vanilla Coffee Bean
Scrub, Australia

Innisfree Blueberry Rebalancing
Cleansing Water, South Korea

Being transparent with its ingredients printed on pack,
Bean Body’s Vanilla Coffee Bean Scrub is formulated
with coconut oil, vitamin E and sea salt to deal with
rough skin, dry skin, stretch markets and cellulite. This
vegan product is said to be cruelty-free, contains no
parabens and is Rainforest Alliance Certified.

Innisfree’s Blueberry Rebalancing Cleansing Water
is part of its superfoods line that is formulated with
natural ‘superfood’ ingredients from Jeju island.
With a simplified ingredient list, this range of beauty
products is said to deliver remarkable value to the
skin. Furthermore, it avoids excessive packaging and
is reasonably priced.

Consumers are striving for more simplicity
and beauty brands are responding with
straightforward messages, using basic or familiar
ingredients, and minimalistic packaging.
28

The term ‘simple makeup’ appears on the
marketing materials of Sugao. The brand
claims to offer the best selection of makeup
products specially designed with simplicity
for everyone, including ‘newbies’. This
product from Sugao claims to be an all-in-one
sunscreen, primer, foundation and powder,
and is gentle, non-irritating and free from
fragrance or alcohol.

Angelia Teo, Content Manager,
Beauty and Personal Care
Angelia is a content specialist and
consumer trend forecaster, leveraging
her knowledge of shopping behaviour,
purchase drivers and cultural shifts
to inform insight in Asian markets
for beauty and beyond. Based in
Singapore, she has worked in diverse
markets from China to India, and helps
businesses understand how to engage
consumers of the future.

Laurie Du, Senior Beauty &
Personal Care Analyst, China
Based in Mintel’s Shanghai office,
Laurie has a long career in market
research for the beauty and personal
care industry. Laurie’s work for
Shanghai Jahwa, L’Oréal, Kao and
AmorePacific has given her a unique
perspective of the Chinese market, its
key players, consumer behavioural
trends and new product development.

Sharon Kwek, Senior
Innovation & Insights Analyst,
Beauty & Personal Care
Sharon is based in Singapore making
her well placed to provide insights and
analysis of the beauty and personal
care industry to Mintel’s key beauty
clients around the region. She has
almost a decade’s experience in the
FMCG industry, helping clients to
develop their beauty businesses in
Japan, Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia
and Brunei.

David Luttenberger, Global
Packaging Director
David joined Mintel in April 2014
and has nearly 25 years of diverse
packaging experience across multiple
end-use categories and all packaging
formats. He has worked with retailers,
CPGs, packaging converters, and
design and marketing agencies to help
them better understand the business
and innovations of packaging.

THREE Aiming Soap, Japan
THREE’s range of products features classic
and minimalistic packaging as well as the use
of natural ingredients and botanicals. THREE
Aiming is a skincare range described as a
holistic ageing care series that focuses on the
relationship between the skin and femininity.
This facial soap claims to remove old keratin
and waste in pores with fine foam and leaves
skin smooth, clear and glowing. The 100%
natural formula contains a variety of botanical
essential oils, extracts and water.
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You’re only as good
as your next launch.
In the world of beauty and personal care,
product launches come fast and new
product concepts come faster.

MINTEL
BEAUTY &
PERSONAL
CARE
The insights from ‘Asia-Pacific:
The Beauty Landscape’ was
inspired by Mintel’s Beauty &
Personal Care platform.

Unique data sets for launches, trends and
new products will help you stay ahead of
the curve. You’ll get analysis for nine key
categories covering consumers, products,
packaging and retail.
Created with the senior beauty executive in
mind, Mintel Beauty & Personal Care brings
together data, insight and recommendations
to help you build the beauty brands and
products of tomorrow.

7 ways Mintel
Beauty &
Personal Care will
help your business:
• Understand what is happening in
your categories and what is going
to change in the short, medium and
long term.
• Discover the newest ingredients,
formats, claims and design, globally
and by region.
• Identify where the most interesting
markets will be in five years.
• Pinpoint what big issues need to
be discussed and decided upon to
remain profitable.
• Acquire a complete picture of
the key trends affecting the entire
supply chain.
• Understand the use of different
packaging materials and why new
concepts impact purchasing decisions.
• Invigorate your innovation strategy
with critical data, analysis and
expert insight.

Invest once. Access all.
By investing in Mintel Beauty & Personal Care you’ll get access
to Mintel’s portfolio of market intelligence solutions.

Mintel Global New
Products Database
(GNPD)
Global New
Products: Tracked,
analysed, explained.
With global coverage
of key new products
launched, Mintel GNPD
is your destination for
data, exploration and
insight on product and
packaging innovation.

Mintel Reports
Consumer Markets:
Researched,
quantified,
explained.

Mintel Market Sizes
Global Markets:
Measured,
segmented,
forecasted.

Mintel Reports include
detailed consumer
research, market size
and forecast, along with
analysis, context and
commentary to provide a
complete picture of the
past, present and future
of key markets.

Mintel Market Sizes is
a fast, reliable database
of global market
information, including
sizes, segmentation,
market shares
and forecasts.

Mintel Trends
Consumer Trends:
Defined, validated,
decoded.
By tracking trends,
analysing and interpreting
consumer behaviour,
Mintel Trends helps
you understand changes
in culture, markets and
brands so you can
target consumers
more effectively.

Used by 12,000
marketers,
innovators and
scientists worldwide.

Find out how you
can benefit from
Mintel Beauty &
Personal Care
Email:
infoasia@mintel.com
Visit:
www.mintel.com/bpc

mintel.com
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